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INTRODUCTION
SOURCE MATERIAL - For source material, please read my reports: (1) The Greatness of God Must Be
Central; (2) Detailed Presentation of Prophetic Doctrines; and (3) Endtimes Scenario found on my web site:
Biblicalworldviewministries.com. Read also my book Watchman Warning that develops the prophecy
doctrines in detail, obtainable from my web site. They provide foundational teachings and can greatly bless
your life.
BENEFITS - These reports, book, and this paper bring the basic doctrines that every Christian
should know. Their teachings effect our present lives, our lives as the endtimes unfold, and our lives
in eternity. They teach: (1) we should have God and His Greatness central in our lives to live holy
and righteously by love and faith in relationship living founded on how Christ walked with His
Father; (2) before we die and before the Tribulation comes, we need to have a mature high-skill
maturity in Christ-likeness in relationship living to know and relate to God toward His fullest (apart
from knowing and relating to God, there is nothing); (3) the many Bible’s doctrines teach the
Church’s Rapture will come after the Tribulation when the heavenly court awards Christ the legal
authority after it determines that He has won the spiritual warfare over Satan and after all people
who are to live, have lived, and have made formal binding decisions to accept or deny the Gospel;
and (4) what we and our children will experience as the Tribulation comes as they are educated
satanically by the state.

WATCHMAN WARNING: THE ENDTIMES ARE UNFOLDING
BE ON THE ALERT - PAY ATTENTION
Signs and Conditions now signal loudly that Revelation’s endtimes Tribulation can come at any time.
It will begin with a most terrible calamity. Only God knows the timing. It will come without any warning
in a whirlwind. Our country as we now her now will be taken away forever. W e will go under Martial law
and then under world government. When the calamity comes, we can be without electricity,
communications, food, water, and gasoline from the grid for some time. Those not prepared with
provisions can die. The times will be much-much worse than those from the times of the Katrina
hurricane (2005). We must not let our people, under any condition, be caught unprepared and blind
sided. This is unthinkable and irresponsible. Our children and young people will suffer the most.
Detailed doctrinal studies show clearly the Church will go through the Tribulation. It will be raptured at
its end at Christ’s Second Coming at the Marriage of the Lamb. Because the coming times will be most
terrible, we must prepare now both spiritually and provisionally. We must do this regardless of our
prophetic views. If you are a Pre-Tribulationalist, believe there is no endtimes Tribulation, or have not
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taken a stand, one must train and prepare as if there is one and that we will go through it. The
consequences of being wrong, untrained, and unprepared are most terrible and devastating. One must
not let our people be unprepared. The times will be much-much worse than those from the times of the
Katrina hurricane (2005). We must not let our people, under any condition, be caught unprepared and
blind sided. This is unthinkable and irresponsible. Our children and young people will suffer the most.
God has established an endtimes sequence by which He is ending history. This sequence contains a
most favored nation - the United States. God has greatly blessed her orders of magnitude more than
any nation in history including Israel and England. The events of Revelation’s sequence are similarly
to those that happened to the Old Testament Jews in their sequences. Then Israel was the most favored
nation. The events of the sequence are the events of Revelation’s seven-sealed scroll.
Many Churches now are doing many good things with many good results. This is without question. But
in the big picture of things, the overall churches are falling away. Signs associated with this sequence,
particularly in the favored nation, now signal Revelation’s Tribulation can be soon coming to bring
discipline. The fact that the conditions in America are deteriorating in every category informs without
ambiguity that our churches are falling away. This situation signals that judgment can come at any time.
The falling away of the most favored nation is what causes God to bring the endtimes Tribulation using
Satan and his forces.
We should see that the sequence of the increase in sin in the favored nation begins with the falling away
of Church leadership. This is followed by the falling away of the Church people. This is followed by the
increased sin of the rest of the people. We must understand that the current Church’s falling away
is helping to bring the Tribulation. God will only heal the nation if His people have revival - turn
away from their sin. This implies that His people understand they are sinning.
The churches are falling away by a decrease in obedience to God (the result or symptom). This is
happening (the cause) by our churches not preaching the Gospel, doing inadequate local evangelism
in the community, not adequately maturing their people in Christ-likeness, not building strong and unity
families in God, having immorality and wrong divorce, speaking in false tongues, using the world’s rock
music. The country is adding abortion and gay marriages.
Many churches and people are working to change America through various methods of reform, including
placing people in key positions. But one must clearly understand that the country’s falling away is
symptomatic of the churches falling away, beginning with Church leadership. The falling away of the
Church is the primary cause of America’s problems - God allows them to happen. As stated, the only
way to change America is to treat the cause. We must have spiritual revival in our churches beginning
with Church leadership. This deals with the cause. Treating the symptoms will not change America, even
though they may delay God’s judgment.
To begin the Tribulation, Satan, as allowed by God as the Church falls away and the sin of the rest of
the people greatly increases, particularly in the most favored nation, will bring a most terrible calamity
with war, famine, and the plague. This is a method to take us from independent governments to world
government over which he and his man will rule. It is his last attempt to keep some of the elect from
believing, keep the elect from accomplishing some of God’s work, and to establish world government
over which he would rule.
There is no Scripture that teaches a Pre-Tribulation Rapture. THERE ARE MANY THAT TEACH
A POST-TRIBULATION RAPTURE. There will be no Jewish Golden-Age Millennium. Revelation’s 1000
years come during Christ’s Second Coming, not before or afterward. I invite you to read my detailed
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prophecy papers on the doctrines and the endtimes scenario found on my web site.
WE MUST REALIZE WITH SOBERNESS THAT THE ENDTIMES TRIBULATION CAN COME AT ANY
TIME WITHOUT WARNING. OVER FORTY DOCTRINES TEACH WE WILL DEFINITELY GO THROUGH
IT. WE MUST BE PREPARED IN ADVANCE. WE MAY ONLY HAVE A FEW MONTHS REMAINING TO
PREPARE. ONLY GOD KNOWS THE TIMING. WE SHOULD PREPARE WITH A SENSE OF URGENCY
EVEN IF GOD GIVES US 10 MORE YEARS. IT TAKES TIME TO TRAIN PARTICULARLY THE
CHILDREN. (IF THE TRIBULATION’S DURATION HAS A WHOLE NUMBER OF YEARS AND CHRIST
RETURNS AT THE FEAST OF BOOTHS OR TABERNACLES, THE TRIBULATION CAN BEGIN IN SOME
OCTOBER, PERHAPS THIS YEAR. ONLY GOD KNOWS.)
THESE DOCUMENTS ON MY WEB SITE MENTI9NED ABOVE CAN BE MUST READING FOR ALL
CHRISTIANS EVEN IF ONE HAS SOME DIFFERENCES OF UNDERSTANDING. WE ALL HAVE SOME
DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS. WE MUST PREPARE OUR PEOPLE FOR GOING THROUGH THE
COMING TRIBULATION WITH URGENCY EVEN IF WE HAVE DIFFERENT VIEWS OF WHETHER THE
CHURCH WILL GO THROUGH THE TRIBULATION. GOD COMMANDS US TO DO THIS TRAINING FOR
ALL PERIODS. SO WHY NOT DO IT?
PROPHETIC DOCTRINES TEACH A POST-TRIBULATION RAPTURE
The Church holds to over six prophetic views that have conflicting doctrines. They have stood side by
side for many years without resolution. Resolution comes when one sees that:
(1) Daniel’s seventieth week is history when our Lord brought the New Covenant. It does not refer to the
endtimes Tribulation. The endtimes Tribulation can last much longer than seven years.
(2) The wheat (believers) cannot be separated from the tares (unbelievers) in Rapture until after all the
tares are bundled for the fire (they make binding decisions to deny the Gospel) in the Great Tribulation.
(3) Christ sits at the right hand of God the Father without coming in the clouds to rapture the Church
until after all His enemies become under His authority or His footstool which happens in the Great
Tribulation.
(4) The Rapture cannot occur until after the Tribulation when the heavenly court gives our Lord
the legal authority as it awards Him the Kingdom of the World that becomes the Kingdom of God
and the Title Deed of the Earth. These awards come after all people who are to live, have lived,
and have made formal and binding decisions to accept or deny the Gospel. These awards come
after the court has shown that Christ has won the spiritual warfare over Satan. No one is born
or saved after the Rapture.
(5) The Church consists of all believers in the Cross. They that have been translated from the Dominion
of Satan into the Kingdom of God.
(6) There is only one resurrection of the Just that occurs at the Rapture and Christ’s Second Coming.
(7) There is no partiality with God that He would have some believers miss the Tribulation and place
other believers in the Tribulation of such a large number no one can count them.
(8) The Cross broke down the barrier of the dividing wall between the Jew and Gentile where now there
are no ethnic divisions in Christ - the Jew and Gentile are one in Christ. There cannot be any future
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Jewish periods.
(9) After God delivers His people, He destroys all the remaining unbelievers. This teachings
prevents a Pre-Tribulation Rapture and a Jewish Millennium after the Post-Tribulational Rapture.
These doctrines clearly show and teach a Post-Tribulation Rapture. The Olivet Discourse and
2 Thessaloninans 4:13-18 teach that Christ comes the second time both with and for his saints.
Dispensational Theology with a Pre-Tribulation Rapture and a Jewish golden-age Millennium is
not taught in Scripture.
WHAT IF I AM RIGHT, AND WE WILL GO THROUGH THE TRIBULATION AND YOU DO NOT TRAIN
YOUR PEOPLE? IF YOU BELIEVE DIFFERENTLY, ARE YOU WILLING TO TAKE THAT RISK WITH
YOUR OWN CHILDREN, GRANDCHILDREN, AND CHURCH FAMILIES BY NOT PREPARING? IF
OUR PEOPLE ARE ALREADY BEING TRAINED AND PREPARED, IT MIGHT NOT MATTER AS
MUCH WHAT WE BELIEVED WHEN THE RAPTURE MIGHT COME WITH RESPECT TO THE
ENDTIMES TRIBULATION. BUT ARE OUR PEOPLE BEING TRAINED AND PREPARED? THE
TRENDS IN THE MODERN CHURCH GROWTH MOVEMENT ARE NOT DOING THIS. WHEN THE
TRIBULATION COMES WITH GREAT PERSECUTION, THOSE NOT GROUNDED STRONGLY IN
THE FAITH, MOST LIKELY ARE GOING TO FALL AWAY. THE BIBLE IMPLIES THIS WILL
HAPPEN.

BIBLE TEACHINGS WE SHOULD KNOW
GOD’S GREATNESS
God’s Greatness is beyond our comprehension. He is perfect, most holy, and complete in all possible
attributes and character qualities. There is no sin or darkness in Him of any kind or any amount. He has
always existed and has eternal self existence in Himself. He lives in a different domain than we do. He
has always known the past, present, and future as in concept that we know them now. In Him, there is
nothing new to learn. He has always known everything. He interfaces with billions of humans and angels
all at the same time. He is everywhere and has infinite power. He is holy, righteous, and truth. Holy,
holy, holy is our Lord God almighty. He has mercy, everlasting kindness, grace, and infinite love. He
works with us on an impartial basis. He has infinite Greatness. (See our study on the Attributes of God.)
Realizing God’s Greatness, one would think we would be searching the Scriptures with great
commitment to know all about Him toward His fullest. We would be learning to live as He
requires in all parts of life. To what extent are we doing these?
GOD’S PLAN FOR HUMAN HISTORY
God wants us to know and relate to Him, the perfect God, experientially in eternity to His fullest (His
Objective). He wants us to live holy and righteously according to His perfect Truth in intimate fellowship
both with Him and each other. Apart from this relationship with God, there is nothing.
We need a mature high-skill spiritual ability in Christ-likeness in relationship living, the highest we can
have, to know and relate to God toward His fullest (His Method). It is living as Christ lives. All of the
events of biblical history lead to us becoming mature in Christ. God commands us to pursue this
maturity.
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We are to gain this maturity in Christ-likeness in this life time (our objective). The maturity we have at
death we can have forever. We must understand and appreciate this. We need the maximum
maturity we can have so we can know more of God and have a close fellowship with Him than we
otherwise might. We can send more spiritual wealth on ahead. We can receive many more spiritual
rewards that God wants to give. We should pursue this maturity with great commitment and
excellence before God. This is His will and desire for us.
LEARNING TO LIVE AS CHRIST LIVES
The Bible teaches we are to live as Christ lives. He lives in a manner that all of life’s direction comes
from God the Father as a source. He took no independent action or initiative. Thus, He could say that
who has seen Me as seen the Father. He could say this because He from Himself as a source was
doing nothing. We are to live this way. Only then can we live without sin and live by God’s Greatness.
We can only live as Christ lives if God the Father works all things together for our good. This will happen
if we only take direction from the Father (the Holy Bible) and trust Him to work all things together for
good. We activate our faith from love keeping His commandments and from purpose accomplishing His
work. Then we will become, have, and do what He wants for us. The result will be God all in all. Living
this way, He is God over our lives.
All sin comes from the derivation of when we ourselves direct our own lives to work all things together
for good such that we become, have, and do what we want. This was the great sin of Satan and of
Adam and Eve. When we live this way, we sin. When we live this way, we live as a god over our lives living like the Most High God. All of life’s testings are whether or not we will do what comes from God
or from ourselves. Will we live the servant role or the god role.
OUR STATUS AS UNBELIEVERS
We are born in the Dominion of Satan with him as our god. We are born with depraved natures that sin,
do not seek after God, and cannot gain maturity in Christ-likeness. Because we sin, we fall under God’s
condemnation. If nothing happens, God will send us to the Lake of Fire for eternity as a method to
satisfy His Justice for sin. It is hard to imagine any one being there forever. To me, it is unthinkable. We
must get the Gospel out, so people can go to heaven.
WHAT THE CROSS ACCOMPLISHED
Christ died on the Cross satisfying God’s Justice for sin on our behalf. W hen we believe He did this
according to only the Holy Bible as God works in us, this satisfied Justice is applied to us. Then, God’s
condemnation is removed from us. We receive a new divine nature that allows us to pursue maturity
in Christ. It does not sin. These result in our now having eternal security in Christ. This is a guarantee
that we will be with Christ in eternity after death.
As we believe in Christ’s Cross, we are translated from the Dominion of Satan into the Kingdom of God.
When this happens we become the Church of Christ. This is the definition of the Church. All believers
from all of history are part of this Church - no exceptions.
THE CHURCH’S JOB (GREAT COMMISSION FROM OUR LORD)
The Church’s job is to evangelize entire local and foreign areas, not just work to do some evangelism.
The Church’s job is to mature people to the highest skill levels in Christ-likeness she understands, not
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just work for some spiritual growth. Are we doing these to the scope and intent that God requires. There
is a big question here in our average churches.
The Church’s job requires training her people in depth and in breadth to become mature in Christ with
a version of God’s Whole Counsel (an established curriculum), highly applications oriented. This training
should include: (1) worshiping, glorifying, obeying, pleasing, and honoring God; (2) living godly lives in
relationship living patterned after the Son’s walk with the Father using faith and sacrificial love; (3)
helping to accomplish God’s work of world-wide (and local-wide) evangelism, discipling converts to
maximum maturity in Christ, planting new churches, building godly families, and reaching out to the
needy; and (4) learning and standing strong on Christian-Faith Doctrines. If we have inadequate training,
we can become the immature Church with a loss of biblical intellect.
In order to accomplish this training, the entire Church, including the children and young people, now
should be trained in depth and in breadth. They should be trained with: (1) Christian-Faith Doctrines with
the attributes of God; (2) Christian-Life Relationship Principles with ministry training patterned after the
Lord’s walk with the Father; (3) and God’s Plan for History with the Spiritual Warfare and Endtimes
Prophecy with the highest priority and urgency. This includes walking by faith and by love in relationship
living.
The first priority of the Church is to her own people and specifically to her gung ho (the highly motivated)
and the faithful. The watchers and new people are to have second priority. If we do not take care of our
own at the highest priority, we can be worse than infidels. If we do not train our own people to become
mature in Christ at the highest levels, no one goes anywhere. Our knowledge base and experience with
God will plateau.
If we are to grow and expand the ministry, we must train at a level that matures the middle of the upper
half of Christian commitment. We then should encourage the watchers and the new people to take the
more advanced training to become more mature in Christ. But if they will not respond, we must continue
to train the more motivated and the faithful at our higher priority and most of our time. (As stated, the
modern Church Growth Movement that is going nation and world wide is wrongly doing the opposite.
This is a form of falling away.)
We should design our Church services to bring maximum worship of God, not mainly to reach new
people and to evangelize. New people should be brought up to speed. If this does not happen, the
worship of God will never be best. The new people should be reached by evangelism in the community
with God’s Word. W e can use contemporary music in our church services, but we should avoid the
dominate rock music such as the loud repetitive dominate beat. Such music is derived from voodooism,
immorality, and paganism. This invites immorality.
THE SPIRITUAL WARFARE
We need to understand the spiritual warfare between Christ and Satan.
Christ works to have the elect believe, accomplish God’s chosen works, and to become mature in
Christ-likeness in relationship living patterned after His walk with the Father.
Satan works to prevent some of the elect from believing and to prevent the elect from accomplishing
some of God’s chosen works. One way he does this is to deceive the Church to do mostly first-level
teaching (without also training in breadth with depth), not evangelize in the community especially the
children, and to use the world’s rock music. The more mature people will do more of God’s work. So to
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keep the people immature and out of God’s work is to help keep the elect from believing and doing
God’s work. Thus, to do mostly first-level training without also teaching in depth and in breadth is to
implement key satanic strategy.
Satan works to deceive us so we will take action for direction from ourselves as a source. This causes
us to act like the Most High God. We greatly sin. This can cause God to take us out of service.
THE TRENDS
Not doing the above training, the trends show we are becoming the immature Church with a loss of
biblical intellect. Our young people are not being prepared to stand strong against the severe
persecution that will come in the coming Tribulation. Few now know and can teach God’s Word in depth
and in breadth. God’s Word will be illegal to be taught in the Tribulation. We are heading into the darkest
spiritual period of all history. Almost no one will know God’s Word comprehensively. Our churches are
fueling this now. Satan can only be pleased.
America is falling away from God in sin now in every category. W e should expect God’s judgment at any
time.
Some have said that America is now operating as if the Christian Church did not exist. It now has no
or little impact on the current direction of the country.
WHAT ELSE THE CROSS ACCOMPLISHED
The Cross broke down the barrier of the dividing wall between the Jew and the Gentile. There are now
no ethnic divisions in Christ. There is now no Jew or Gentile in Christ. As believers, we are one in Christ.
Only Christ alone can now have first place and preeminence. The Church, no longer Israel, is a holy
nation unto God. The covenant nation of Israel has been replaced by the holy nation of the Church.
There cannot be and will not be any future Jewish periods. There will not be a Jewish Tribulation or a
Jewish Millennium.
THE RETURN OF ISRAEL
What is important is that all people become Christians and become mature in Christ. It is that believers
are translated from the Dominion of Satan into the Kingdom of God. All believers are one in Christ with
only Christ having preeminence. We should recognize where Israel as a nation had a very important role
up to the Cross, she now has no role in God’s Plan. She may have one in Satan’s. Those who want to
return Israel as a special nation under God are making a most terrible mistake. The Cross set aside
physical temples and animal sacrifices forever. Bringing them back denies Christianity and the
efficaciousness of the Cross. It is an affront to God. Israel as covenant nation before God has gone
forever. God (Christ) has divorced Israel as a covenant nation and is now marrying the Church.
TRAIN BEFORE THE TRIBULATION COMES; WHAT HAPPENS WHEN IT COMES
As stated, we must train our children and youth now to walk with God with urgency while we still can.
We should work for revival beginning with Church leadership and with you and me. When the Tribulation
comes, our training time in freedom will be taken away.
When the calamity comes, and the infrastructure breaks down, we can be without electrically, food,
water, gasoline, communications, radio, and television for many weeks. With the power black out and
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no communications, we may not know what is happening. We have no input. We need a hand cranked
battery charger radio providing long and short wave radio to learn what may be happening.
When the calamity comes, many Church pastors and leaders most likely will be arrested and martyred
if they do not have places of refuge. The coming government will make war with the Church. Christians
will be martyred. God will bring a famine of His Word.
As stated, we must be prepared with a few weeks of the needs of life provisions including not getting
sick from the plague. Millions not doing this are going to die.
In addition to attending Church, we should place the entire church into small home groups for this
training, for mutual support, and to be ready for the coming Tribulation. Our Church doors will be closed
by the government.
Please understand and pay attention, when the Tribulation comes, the children and youth will
be satanically educated by the state and prepared for world government. We must train our
children and youth in advance so they will not go with these satanic teachings and
indoctrinations. In these times, because we did not obey previously in freedom, when the
Tribulation comes, God forgets the children. He may not answer our prayers.
WHAT ALLOWS AND CAUSES GOD TO BRING THE RAPTURE AND END HISTORY
The purpose of the Tribulation is to polarize the world’s population in its formal and binding acceptance
or denial of the Gospel. This happens in the Mark-of-the-Beast Period when people are forced to take
the mark or die. The purpose with Revelation’s seven-sealed events is how our Lord gains back the
Earth’s Title Deed and the Kingdom of the World that becomes the Kingdom of God from Satan. These
were both lost in the Garden of Eden with spiritual fall of Adam and Eve.
The Rapture comes after the Tribulation when the heavenly court gives our Lord the legal authority. This
happens after all the people who are to live, have lived, and have made formal binding decisions to
accept or deny the Gospel. The concept, as stated, is the wheat (believers) cannot be separated from
the tares (unbelievers) in Rapture until after all the tares are bundled for the fire (formal decisions to
deny the Gospel). The court determines that Christ has won the warfare over Satan. All the elect did
believe and did accomplish all of God’s works. Thus, then the court awards Christ the Kingdom of God
and the Title Deed of the Earth that gives Him the legal authority to bring the Rapture and the
consummation of history. After the Rapture, the Lord and the holy angels kill all the remaining
unbelievers in the wine press and rod of iron processes. He casts the Beast and the False Prophet into
the Lake of Fire. He casts Satan and His angels into the Lake of Fire.
THE ETERNAL STATES
Believers will be in the New Jerusalem with Christ in a perfect environment without sin. They will live as
Christ lives only doing what comes from God the Father as a source. When people see each other they
will only see the Father because they, from themselves, will be doing nothing. It will be God all in all.
They will gain much more knowledge of God and how to live holy and righteously. They will fellowship
with God and enjoy Him forever. They will glorify Him.
Unbelievers will be in the Lake of Fire in complete physical and spiritual darkness and pain. They will
not know anything of God and His Word. They will never see another living person ever again.
Unbelievers will be without excuse for going there because they knew of God through creation and could
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have sought Him out. They rejected the Cross for Justification.
LEADERS, PASTORS, AND TEACHERS (Repeated for Emphasis)
For the sake of the Church, teachers and preachers should now give warning of the soon
coming Tribulation. They should encourage all to train, especially their children and youth.
Those who believe other than the above (or take no stand) about prophecy should now stand
up and tell the Church they were wrong. They should tell the people the Rapture will be PostTribulational, what will happen to us and our youth in the Tribulation, and encourage everyone
to train toward maturity with urgency. We should do the training anyway because God
commands it for all periods. But are we doing it? They should inform the Church that the
Tribulation’s coming can be any time. The Church will go through it. They should help bring the
training and do so with a sense of urgency.
Check out my web site for many more details - BIBLICALWORLDVIEWMINISTRIES.COM.

DISCLAIMER
This report presents our view of the Bible and what God intends for us. You are invited to study on your own
to reach your own conclusions and pray for what God would have you do. We cannot be responsible for
what you do or do not do. We have attempted to point the pathway to have God’s intended best and, in our
view, share for how the endtimes will come. This report is meant to come along side and bring added value.
None of us have complete information.
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